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EOP Students Win
Frosh Rep Seats
By SUE AMON
Spartan Daily Staff WrItnr
When the vote was tallied, Pam.
ela Hubbard, Brenda Johnson, Jeff
Potts and Tyra Young had been
elected freshman representatives
to the SJS student Council.
All four representatives are
Black students and members of
the SJS Educational Opportunity
Program (EOPI. They were the
only Black students running for
the vacant positions. They defeated 14 other candidates.
A total of 741 votes were cast.
Potts received 115, Young received
112, Johnson was third with 99
votes, and Hubbard was fourth
with 95 votes.
Tim Knowles, director of the

Blacks May Have
A Powerful Party,
Socialist Claims

Black F.OP, commented to the
Daily, "They’re going to represent all students just like the
White council has.
"They will never be rewarded
externally. They had to work to
get there and they’ll work harder
now. They want to help the school
develop."
The ASI3 council has a total of
20 members. With the addition of
the four freshmen candidates there
are now six Black members on
student council.
According to Jim Brewer, ASB
Public Relations officer, student
officials manning the polls reported that small groups of Black
students would appear and vote
only for their candidates, not for
Academic Council.
Brewer commented, "This is the
first time Blacks have had so
many representatives on council.
I think this is a good example
of a block vote."
Jeff Potts, one of the elected
representatives told the Daily,
"I ran for office because I’d like
to represent my class. If at all
possible, I’d like to increase Black
students on campus in the EOP
program with consent of use of
funds from ASB council."
When asked if he thought he
would win, Potts replied, "Yes."
Tyra Young said, "I was so surprised when I won and I’m so
happy for my people and everybody else. We wanted Black representation and to be a part of
the school."
Brenda Johnson said, "This election shows Black unity and dignity
of the Black brother and sisters
of SJS."
Ptunela Hubbard was unavailable for conunent.

"Black th.opit will e% cid nallY
have their own powerful party in
this country and the Black Panthers will be the core for this
party."
Csirl Frank, Young Socialist
Alliance candidate for U.S. Congress, made this statement as part
of the highlight of his speech,
"How to Fight the Three Little
Pigs," Wednesday afternoon before
a small group of SJS students.
Frank emphasized in his speech
that the Black Power movement
was the vanguard of a great revolution for change which would
bring in White laborers as their
allies.
Frank stated the White laborers
would eventually organize with the
Black movement becau.se both
were oppressed. He said White
workers would join the revoluThe 10 homecoming queen cantion because they will reject being
didates will appear at Co-Rec
exploited by the big labor union
Nov. 6 at 8:15 p.m., their last apleaders.
pearance before elections on Nov.
7 and 8.
Co-Rec will be held from 7:30 to
SJS United Black Students for 9:30 p.m. in the women’s gym.
Action is presenting San Fran- The Eerie Contertders will provide
cisco’s Black poetess, Sonia San- music for dancing.
Highlights of the SJS-New Mexchez, reciting her oven works toico game will be shown from 8:30night.
The Black San Francisco State 8:45.
Other events will include volEnglish professor will recite her
poetry in JC141 at 6 p.m. All leyball, basketball, badminton,
ping pong and svvimming.
Black students are weleome.

Queens Appear

Poetess Speaks

Cloudy today with a few
wrinkles. Gradual clearing
tonight and sunny on Saturday and Sunday. High today:
68. Rain probability 80 per
cent today.
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Today’s Weather

Johnson Orders
End to Bombing
WASHINGTON (AP)
President Johnson annotmced last night
a complete bombing halt to all
of North Vietnam. The order went
into effect at 5 a.m. PST.
The President, addressing the
nation, said he had decided to take
this step
with the concurrence

Two Council
Resolutions
Ask Control
Photo by Ware Nicholls
"I’M SICK OF STUDYING!" Scooter seems to
be saying to his mistress, senior Andrea Bull, as
he literally lies down on the job. When the mistress and her pooch were first spotted on the
third floor of the library, Scooter was curled up
fast asleep in the middle of the table, while

Andrea was concentrating on her studies. However, when Scooter noticed there was a photographer around, he menaged to gather up
enough strength to perch his head on a book
to pose.

KSJS Tonight

Campus Conflicts Aired
"How daft an Educational Opporttmity Program (EOP) student
feel about the program on the SJS
campus?"
"What would you be doing if
you weren’t in the EOP?"
These and other related questions will be an.swered tonight as
Radio and Television News Center (RTNC) staff member Greg
Welter interviews EOP students
Monica Senegal and Cynthia Sereni on "Nev.s Center," the 30
minute weekly special produced by
the RTNC and aired on KSJS radio, 90.7 FM at 7.

Son of Jabberwock
The Son of Jabberwock, a student newspaper originally scheduled to appear on campus today,
will be available Monday, according to its editor, Charles K.
Moreland.

The recent ASB elections will
be discussed. Also to be considered
is possible freezing of funds to any
activity funded by ASB in which
students do not have at least half
a say in how the money is spent.
MiIce Brown will discuss this issue.
Fraternity population and trend
will be discussed by RTNC member Larry Lundberg.

’Close Race’
The
SACRAMENTO (AP)
state Democratic chairman, Roger
Boas, forsees "a very close race"
between Vice President Hubert H.
Humphrey and Republican Richard M. Nixon for president in
California next Tuesday.
But Boas noted, "We’re not so
optimistic to think we have it won
or in the bag."

SJS Put-On

Students Sell ’Pot’
On Seventh Street

Today’s
World News
At a Glance
Compiled from Assoehsted Preen
LOS ANGELES
Backed by
once - dissenting San Francisco
Mayor Joseph Alioto, State College Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke
temporarily suspended Black Panther leader George Murray from
San Francisco State College prior
to Murray’s trial.
*

*

*

NEWARK
Campaigning in
New Jersey, Hubert H. Humphrey
charged that Republican opponent
Richard M. Nbcon was "disregarding the American people" by even
suggesting the economy would be
better off with increased unemployment.
*

*

*

HAGERSTON, MD. Amid the
usual hecklers and protestors, Independent party candidate George
C. Wallace charged that President Johnson’s new interest in a
Vietnam bombing halt was just a
political maneuver.

Student Council considered two
resolutions Wednesday concerning
student control of policy malcing
committees of organizations which
receive funds from the ASB
The resolutions, which originated from ASB Treasurer Dave
Alkman’s office, were introduced
to the council by Bob Crocker,
graduate representative.
Resolution One, which was
passed by Council, called for "the
Spartan Shops Board, Inc. to make
appropriate provisions for a student majority in its voting membership."
The resolution states "the membership of the Board (seven faculty and administration
five
students) does not necessarily nor
adequately reflect the predominant ends of the corporation."
"Both the Academic Senate of
the California State Colleges
(May 24, 1968) and the C.S.C.S.
P.A. (October 13, 1968) have gone
on record favoring student majorities on governing boanis of
auxiliary organizations or corporations whose primary purpose is to
serve student needs and whose income is derived primarily from
student monies."
Resolution One was passed by
the council.
Resolution Two, also introduced
by Crocker, was sent to the
Finance Cotrunittee for one week
for further study. It states, "Be it
resolved that hereafter no funds
will be allocated to an entity that
is not represented by a student
majority and further, . . . that
this council direct the ASB Treasurer to recommend the freezing
of funds of those groups or organizations presently funded by
ASB that do not reflect a student
majority in the administration of
those funds."

of his top military advisers and
the govertunents of all the allied
powers fighting in Vietnam, "in
the belief that this action can lead
to progress toward a peaceful
settlement of the Vietnamese
war."
Hanoi was notified of the decision.
Negotiations on the basis of it
will begin in Paris on Nov. 6, with
the government of South Vietnam
and the National Liberation Front
(NLF) represented at the conference table.
EXPECT PROGRESS
"What we now expect what
we have a right to expect are
prompt, productive, serious and
intensive negotiations in an atmosphere that is conducive to pmgress," said Johnson.
Some progress already has come
in the action he has taken, Johnson said, and in indications that
Hanoi is willing now to talk in
more substantive terms.
But the President said that
steady determination and patience
still would be required, and the
bombing halt didn’t insure success of the negotiations.
The presidential announcement
was delivered from the movie theater and broadcasting studio in the
Ea.t Wing of the White House.
It followed a brief meeting
Johnson held an hour and a half
earlier with his top security, defense and diplomatic advisers in
the Cabinet Room.
CANDIDATES TOLD
And along the way, the chief
executive took time to notify the
three presidential nominees, Democrat Hubert H. Humphrey, Republican Richard M. Nixon and
Independent American George C.
Wallace of the decision he had
reached at about 6 p.m. EST.
Twenty minutes later he got
congressional leaders of both parties on the telephone to tell then
And he plans to see whoever
turns up winner of next Tuesday’s
election and brief him fully on
all the diplomatic steps that led
to the decision.
Most observers seemed to think
the bombardment halt and any
heightened hopes for peace accompanying it would be bound
to help Humphrey in his uphill
fight to overtake Nixon, credited
as front runner in most polls.

By KENYON JORDAN
spartan Daily Staff Writer
The sign might as well have said Santa Claus is real.
"GRASS FOR SALE HERE."
With incredulity, the heads were shaking; with blind hope, the
voices were speaking.
"It’s gotta be a joke."
"How’d they ever get a table?"
"Do you think they’ll get busted?"
And behind the table with the sign, five persons smiled understandingly.
"All you have to do is fill out this questionnaire," they told the crowd
which had temporarily deserted the tables of Communication-in-Residence, Young Republicans and the Resistance.
"Fill it out and we’ll set an appointment for you to come pick up
the grass."
And the people did. This fact alone most amazed Glenn Johnson,
who vvith four other members of his Spcech 55 class, planned and
perpetrated the Great SJS Marijuana Hoax yesterday. as part of a
class study on "how people react to unexpected situations.
’The people should have known damn well it was a joke." Johnson
said. "When we opened the table, we didn’t think anybody would come

Photo by Mary Adams
DECISION -MAKING STARTS earlier each generation. Christy
Stewart, 2 (left), and sister Gail, 4, appear to be deciding between Christy’s Luden’s candy and the "grass" advertised in
flyers from a Seventh Street table. It was a hoax.

1Aussk.c.s1 what would happen when the students came for the -pick
up," he said, "That’s what we’ll give them, bags of actual grass. You
notice we avoid using the word marijuana."
Meanwhile his classmates . Ken Bundy, Lynellen Watson, Katherine Stant and Steve Burch -- were explaining to 20 to 30 persons
they were selling the gras.s as a "protest to help get it legalized."
They even said the "customers" could set their own prices.
For the pot-head, it was a dream come true. But again we repeat,
it was a hoax.
And, there la no Santa Claus.

tkolo by Mary Adams
CROWD GATHERS AROUND table on Seventh Street which claimed yesterday to be
selling "grass." Actually, the "Berkeley Burtard,"
which claimed to "sponsor" the enterprise, was

a fictional group made up of five members of
a Speech 55 class who wanted to see "how
people react to unexpected situations," one
said.
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Editorial

Blacks Sweep Slate
The true 1114Z lll I l ig lot’ Black Power
was el ident during freshman elections
Tuesday and A ednesday.
Eon r Black students competed
against I-1 A Itite students to be freshman (*hiss representatis es to Student
I.:outwit.- And the four Blacks swept
the election slate.
Blacks will now hold six of the 20
seats on Student Conned.
But the way these four Black students won the election is a beautiful
example of democracy in avtion.
All four students are members of
the Economic Opportunity Program
(E01’) sponsered by the AS13.
Their fellow students in the EOP
went to the polls and voted as a block
to elect the people they wanted to represent them.
Only 7 11 freshmen took the trouble
to vote, Apparantly the majority of
freshmen did not care who repre-

settled them in council. But the EOP
students did care who represented
them. They took the time and trouble
to vote and they were justly rewarded.
A e Ital e no doubt that the four
elected frosh representatives will
proie to be not only a credit to Student Council, but also the Black community’ as a whole.
The election is an example of what
can happen if people band together
in a common cause. It was (our political system at work at its very best.
Nei er before on campus has Black
Power been so beautifully shown, or
so powerful.

Thrust and Parry

Write-In Comments, Daily Praised
Write-In Speaks

Guest Articles
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
Editorials and Guest R00171S from SJS students and faculty members on matters affecting the crunpus and its students.
Arrangements for writing such materials
may be made with Richard Battin, Daily
Associate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m. in
the Daily Office., JC208. Final decisions on use
of guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
Guest copy should be typed double spaced
on a 40-sparc line

Editor:
I would like to express my sincere appreciation to those students who, through great
concern, went to the voting booths and wrote
in my name.
The write-in campaign lasted one day, was
without prior prepaiation and with no campaigning but the stimulus was there and the
turn-out tremendous. This campus is not made
up of apathetic students nor does it consist
of students not willing to become involved.
lias anyone in elected office ever wondered
why the voting turn-out is traditionally so

Guest Room

Black Heritage Varied
By W IN N
I recently had the experience of learning more in one new -paper article about
the history of the Black man f a thousand
per cent morel than during 16 years of
what 1 tho.
watt spent getting an education.
I never really understood until yesterday why some Black people get so irate
they ri-k blowing everything they really
shouldn’t have to he fighting so hard for.
But, con-idcring the faet that their own
culture has been shattered and their history all but ignored. I am 111118’ surprised
they ltae restrained their anger as well
as they have.
When a man’s heritage, his very roots
exi-teaee. are treated as if they never
ex ia ( I. t li at man can get tremendously
upset. Recognition is one of mankind’s
basic drives. Recognition has been denied
the Black man. tts well as other so-called
minority groups in this nation.
In its place, America’s children have
history that looks
been spoon-fed a type
nom. like a class-B western movie. Perhaps you would be interested in mime
things we were never told about Black
history:

or

1.

Among first to make iron.

2. Conducted first successful eye surgery.
3. Pioneered gold mining techniques.
.1. Explored Georgia and the Carolinas
a century before the Ilayflower brought
English settlers.
5. Accompanied Balboa’s first expedition to the Pacific.
6.

Planted first wheat crop in America.

7. E.tev eni,o, a Black man. discovered
Arizona and New Mexiro for the Spanish.
8. Imented a corn harvester and .1
sugar refining process.
9. Elijah McCoy invented 57 patented
dev i cell which enhanced. Great Lake*
steamship operations, railroads and the
telegraph.

"Ve-r-r-r-ry Inter-r-esting"

COOK
10. Developed plan and survey for laying out Washington. D.C.
11. Granville T. W is’ inventions
ranged from electronics to steam boilers
and automatic air brakes.
12. Garret Morgan invented the electric traffic light.
13. Dr. Daniel Hale Williams perfornted the world’s first successful heart
operation in 1893.
14. Dr. Charles R. Drew developed
world’s first blood plasma bank during
WAIL
15. Dr. Patrick Francis Healy had to
to obtain ltis Ph.D. and rego to Belg’
turned to the country which denied him
this privilege to beetnne Georgetown University president in 1874.
16. George Washington Carver, perhaps the only familiar name to all students. developed 365 products from the
sweet potato, pecan and peanut.
17. Blacks received seven lines in a
1930 history text for their part in the
Civil War while a biography of Gen.
Grant in the same book consumed 517
pages. l’he ratio isn’t much better today.
18. Ever heard of Crispus Attucks? He
was the first person, and he was a Black
num, to die in the American Revolution.
Blacks fought in
lg. Over one mill’
WWII. I wonder if the statistics might
show they did more than their share to
receive again less than their share.
20. flow about the arts? A Black man,
Alexander Pushkin. is recognized the
"father of modern Russian Literature."
The foregoing is a partial summary of
a recent article whic happeared on page
’37 of a local paper. ’rile article only
scratched the surface. The paper moiling
the article might as well of buried it.
For my -elf. my fellow White students
and, sadly. for many Black students, this
article should have been on page one. It’s
the biggest /WW1 I’ve read after close to
two decade@ of what I thouaht wito
education.

low? Have they ever questioned why there is
an air of disconcern on this campus toward
involvement in student activities?
The answer is really quite clear! The student government has made many gains and
sincere attempts to fulfill its obligations to
those who elected it. To many segments of
our campus, however, student government is
unexciting arid dry. These students feel a
minority expression Ls being made, and other
serious attitudes are being slighted.
This splurge of concern is building bigger
and bigger every day and soon, very soon,
unless our Administration redirects its energy,
will emerge and stifle those who presently
hold the reins of power on this campus. If
our leadership is at all concerned about their
roles they had better seek, in any way possible, the mean.s to justify their existence.
This letter is not a crying towel, but a
means of conveying what so many are not
admitting and are not doing something about.
Why doesn’t the student government have the
impetus to reach out and be the effective tool
that it was meant to be? What are you, in our
student government doing about it?
And students, what are you doing about it?
If you are concerned about your school, then
stand up and be counted, voice your feelings
and let this community know.
dim me:wasters
A50

Two Cents Worth
Editor:
With reference to the various articles in
the Spartan Daily and news programs on
KSJS about the quality of the college newspaper, I would like to put my two cents
worth in.
First I feel that the Spartan Daily is a lot
better than some of the underground or experimental papers that have appeared cm campus at various times.
Second, I feel that it does serve a function
other than ’just news,’ like what is going on
on campus, and what products are available.
The classified ads alone are worth the effort
to run down a copy of the paper.
Third, I don’t expect absolutely perfect and
unbiased reporting of all the news or what
some people think is news. The paper appears
to want to mach the majority of the students
and can’t afford to get ’hung up’ by any
special interest group. That alone is a rottgh
job that I feel Phil Stone is doing well. Remember that the grade that the staff receives
in journalism is dependent upon the quality
of the paper and the acceptance of their readership (plus a few other technical matters)
while their money comes from ads and 01.11’
student council.
Gary G. Mason
A1034

Staff Comment

Bad News Essential to Media
By KATHY TILZEY
In answer to Susy Lydle’s staff comment Wednesday, "Human Beings Fing,"
I would like to offer the following:
I see her point, that the awesome power
of the press requires that its agents understand what they are writing about and do
it in a responsible and compassionate manlier. But her statement amounts to a
blanket condemnation of the news media
as cause for the problems of our society -a condemnation I disagree with.
The news media have been described
this way: The media do not create news.
Rather, news events create a need for
media through which to communicate.
Therefore, news inedia have a responsibility to report to the public events in
the public interest, what people should
know
good and bad. We especially. need
to report the bad elements with the implicit message, "Look. This is what you
say is hail. We are infortning you of it so
you can do something about it.",
Miss LytIle says the media have the opportunity to help solve many social problems. But we can’t solve anything without
the support of an informed public. We
must inform that public. but we can’t succeed when people are apathetic or hostile
to the mass media.
Then she accuses publishers and editors
of "cowering in the safety of their smokefilled offices." No editor or publisher can
afford to ignore the problems he writes
about. Also, how can he "throw a rope to
the victims of our society" if the victims
don’t see the rope if they don’t respond
to attempts of help in an intelligent, raw
tional manner?

Instead, the "victims" and society in
general accuse the news media of being
"establishment" and of sensationalizing
news with no concern for the victims of
society.
The most obvious example of this has
been what Miss Lydle calls "eyeball to
eyeball coverage" of riots. looting and violence. News media hair been accused of
distorting or sensationalizing such coverage. Anil the riots. looting and violence
continue.
In a few individual cases, that is trite.
But for the most part, the media have
simply reflected the turbulence of recent
times.
On the question of involvement, journalists have a good reason for not becoming
personally involved in the events they report. If a person becomes deeply involved
in something, he may start reporting his
own feelings and opinions instead of what
is happening in the whole event. He may
report only his side of the story instead of
trying to get both sides. A certain amount
of detachment is necessary.
Detachment and objectivity are difficult
to attain, but they are necessary if we are
to understand fully the "true moods of
our society," (Miss Lyille’s words).
1 offer this answer lo her last statement:
Journalists are human beings first
fallible human beings who are likely to
make mistakes. the NUM’ as other bunion
beings in other professions, human beings
with feelings. opinions, ideals, the same as
any other person in the world.
Ies. too bad that people who criticize
journalists do not realize that.

By GARY Kl l’1’
Will student government make part of
the policy decisions for the Spartan
Daily?
It will if ASB President Dick Miner’s
suggestion is adopted. Ile asked the council to adopt guide lines for coverage of
campus news the Daily can use "to fall
back on when there are questions . . .
about what news runs and what news
doesn’t run."
If the council adopts these "guid
lines" that Miner proposes, it will mea,
that ASB, whenever it wishes. can dictats
what news Ike Daily can or cannot run.
A governmental body, be it student
oriented or local, state, or federal. should
not be allowed to control part of a news.
paper’s policy.
The constitution guarantees press freedom from governmental interference. yet
the student government wants to control
what runs in the Daily.
"The Daily welcomes suggestions on how
to improve the coverage of the campus,"
Editor Phil Stone said.
Because the Daily is open to suggestions, the Publication Advisory Board’s
bringing complaints and suggestions to the
Daily is a good idea. But when the ASB
goes beyond suggestions into determining
what the paper runs, then it is time to
examine that government’s action.
The Daily is a student-operated newspaper representing the SJS campus as a
whole, not in part. More than half of the
revenue for the publieation of the Daily
comes from advertising.
It is ridiculous that the government that
represents the students should want to
control the press on the campus that helps
that government to reach the students.

Sue Amon:

Where Is
Pres. Miner?
"Student government can do more than
just spend our money and pass itself off
as our spokesman."
This was part of a prepared campaign
platform issued by SJS ASB president
Dick Miner last year.
Where are you today, Mr. Miner? What
has happened to the promises you made
to this student body last year?
We don’t want to hear a lot of political
garbage about past zuhninistrations and
the good old days. We want you to show
us, not tell us, right now, what you’re doing. what you’ve done for this school and
its students.
Where are the educational refornis you
promised us? Vhere is the equal representation between student and faculty on
committees? V’hat have you done about
the housing probhms faced by the majority of students at SJS?
Nt’here is the racial equality you promised to work for? What has happened to
the investigation of the athletic department on charges of alleged illegal recruitment?
Committees, reports, investigations,
meetings and more meetings -- talk, but
no action.
You’re being paid $1.500 this year to
work for the students on this canipus. So
far we’ve wasted our money.
Anyone can talk, Mr. Miner. Anil you
(lid a good job of it last year. That’s why
the students on this campus elected you.
We thought, we hoped, you would provide us with a progressive student council.
You demand, you complain, you gripe,
but that’s all you do. We’re tired of it Mr.
Miner. We want some action. We want
some value for our money.
You concluded your campaign last year
with the statement, "Isn’t it about time
our ASB president worked for all of us?’"
Well, where are you, Mr. Miner?
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New College Ideas,
Enthusiasm Needed
By Provost DeBey
By JAY CARTER
spartan Daily Staff Writer
In the fifth week of New College classes, the struggle to thrust
form and life into the curriculum
continues. A large part of the
headache problem is evoking student ideas and enthusiasm to com the infant college.
le of the foundational prop;ons of the Neu, College is to
students the chance to help
ae the curriculum. It is also
nigh aspiration of students and
iaculty to have the very minimum
of structural mechanics the college finds necessary.
The practical problem, as Provost Harold DeBey points out, exposing the students to the actual
problems so they can become creatively involved.
What do the students want to
learn of science? Do they want to
study science? These were the
discussion points at a free wheeling marathon freshman seminar
recently. A diversity of attitudes
from both students and faculty
came forth.
STUDENTS CRITICIZE
The professors’ inquiries for student suggestions at the meeting
met mainly with a wave of criticism. Complaints fit into several
categories. Some students just
didn’t like science. Why study
things one doesn’t want in a college that aspires to give the absolute maximum of freedom, they
said.
Most frequently students in this
group of 30 said they or others
were bored, even sleeping in lectures. All present were audibly
concerned. Itlost voice horror and
disgust at this pronouncement.
Explanations were given for
being bored.
"I’ve had a lot of good teachers,"
said one student. "Good teachers
make things easy."
"But relevant?" asked Dr. DeBey, science teacher and biochemist.
"Both," said the student. That
good teachers are entertainers
WU then unaniznously agreed
upon.
TOO DIFFICULT
Some thought the materials
were too difficult, others thought
perhaps there was too wide a
gap in the students’ scientific
knowledge. The itlea to split into
tvvo groups "interested and not interested" science classes received
little student acceptance.
Dr. DeBey informed them that,
"if the AC’I’ scores are indication::
of the knowledge and skills of our
students, then while we are average, we have a great range on the
basis of our Acr scores. We’re
quite average.
"Why aren’t students interested
in science?" DeBey asked, reframing the general question.
"I think science is so sterile. It
ought to be linked to current concerns like marijuana, drugs," was
a vociferous student reply. Why
not examine current reports about
the drugs, and popular literature?"
SCIENTIFIC METHOD
This has been done in some of
the seminars, and the teachers said
so, but added that this kind of
acthity is not a foray into the
proper study of scientific method
and general scientific knowledge.
Janet Nisch. a little blonde
freshman, furthered this thought
of tailor-mtde science, saying
science ought to be concerned

Proposition 3

Reagan Seeks $250 Million
For State College Construction

’with mainly helping students adI just to be mentally and physically
comfortable. This would be the
approach to the common ground,
attractive to all students.
There were a slightly lesser
number of students who were
visibly and vocally embarrassed
by the criticisms. They supported
some faculty arguments that science can be pertinent to humanities studies and therefore should
not be diluted.
NOT SPOONFED
"I think we should take being
spoonfed as an insult." cried one.
Several of the small grouP reiterated occasionally that they
were definitely belcnv average in
science aptitudes but they found
their freshman classes interesting
and not too difficult. This faction
said that those sleepers and the
bored must not be reading their
assignments.
The final faculty suggestion
was to take a poll to discover the
attitudes, desires and attendance
habits of the students. Roll is not
required, but half the teachers at
the seminar felt their classes were
very well attended. Some teachers
do take attendance at the New
College, but not for roll purposes.
One explained that he knew the
reasons for every absence, although he keeps no rollbook.
Individual instructor reactions
to the discussion varied widely.
"Du you want the pay off with
out any rigor or can you wait?
. . . Many of my students say
’we’ve had all this stuff, you’re
boring me," was a comment to
pleas for dilution of the science
course by Dr. Harold DeBey.
LIKES IDEA
Dr. McConnick, clinical psychologist, was especially sympathetic to student views. He excitedly passed on the idea one
of his students gave at one of his
lectures. "Why not inspire in lectures and inform in seminars, instead of doing the opposite way,
which is the conventional method."
Science format was debated at
the seminar, but it could just us
easily have been any other study
area. DeBey said. "There’s just
as much question in other areas."
DeBey does not view the discussion as unusual business, much
less as a symptom of crisis. Fellow teachers seem to agree.
Let the problem develop, then
they become concerned." he said.
He feels not only that it’s a good
and effective method to initiate
the students to the strange task
of deciding curriculum, but a fast
one.
SEEK SOLUTIONS
"We’ve deliberately not solved
problems in advance with the stueven the ones we’ve andents
ticipated because we wanted them
to have to see the problems and
seek solutions. The problems are
old as education. These are the
basic problems facing any eduincluding the
cational system
motivation problem."
"In other wombs the kids are
now asking why aren’t the others
involved, why aren’t they asking.
This is good, this is what we
need.
"What we have is a semi-Socratic approach -- arousing questions, rather than a wishwa.shy
one.
"Many of the most vocal and
critical instructors cue finding that
some of the programs they propose just aren’t accepted by the
students. They learn to appreciate some of the difficulties."

EAT DINNER OUT
AT HOME
lllll service lets you do
Yes, our l’011%11111111 take
just that. Set your own atmosphere with an order of
Nlinestrone soup, some ravioli, or spaghetti, or lasagna,
%ill’ crisp tossed green salad. and either cheesecake
or Cannoli for the perfect finishing touch. So have
an exotic gourmet dinner tonight in the privacy of
your own Italian villa. Go ahead, splurge!!

By PAT WANEK
Spartans Daily Feature Editor
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WITCH ADONIS Auriel, currently conducting classes in "Witchcraft and the Occult," an Experimental College course, every
Monday at 7 p.m. in ED2I I. Auriel instructs people in the true
purposes and ways of witchcraft. Witch Auriel maintains that
witchcraft is a simple religion of "love, pleasure, warmth, comfort .
" and that there are approximately 100,000 practicing
witches in the United States alone.

V.D. Course Scheduled
For Salinas Extension
The SJS Extension Services and
Department of Health Sciences
has announced the formation of
"Contemporary Problems in
Health: Venereal Disease and the
Schools," an extension course
taught by Dr. M. A. Girard, professor of health science at SJS.
Classes will be in the "Little
Theater," at Hartnell College in
Salinas. SJS extension fee is
$16.50.
The course, for teachers, school

Finalists Model
The 10 homecoming queen finalists
appear together tomorrow in a fashion show at
Almaden Fashion Plaza, Blossom Hill Road at Almaden Expressway.
The finalists will model latest fashion:4 in two showings
at 1:30 and 3 p.m. hi the
plaza’s outdoor mall.
Candidates and their sponsors
are Carolyn N’ece, Chi Omega;
Charlotte Marshall, Kappa Kappa Ganima; Betty Jo Thorp,
marching band.
Others Ire Cindy Philips, Delta Sigma Phi; Laraine KitaJima,
co-ed dorm; Ann Barron. Spartan Shields; Joni Miller, Gamma Phl Beta; Pam Dixon, Rappa Alpha Theta; Joan Maher,
Markham Hall; and Linda Ehmann, Phrateres.
A locad band and SJS’ POM
pun girls will perform between
the shows. There Is no) charge
for the event.

nurses, administrators, and student-teachers, will emphasize the
school’s responsibility for VD education. There will be concentrated exploration of the venearal
disease problems in the schools
and society.
The three-day class will utilize
professional consultants from the
Venereal Disease Section, Bureau of Communicable Disease Department of the California Department of Public Health along
with professors from SJS departments of psychology and health
science.
The class will meet on Friday,
Nov. 15, from 6:30 p.m. to 10
p.m.; Saturday, Nov. 16 from
8:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. and Sunday,
Nov. 17, 10:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
For further information, call
SJS Extension Services, 294-6414,
ext. 2211.

Interaction Plans
’Flow-Free Days’
For Next Week

For those who know it as their
own thing, encounter groups and
retreats to the mountains are no
longer new, but the encounter is
really just about to make the SJS
scene, according to Professor Robert Gliner, spokesman for the
Committee for Non -directive Interaction.
The committee plans a nonstructured "break through flowfree days" for Wednesday tlunugh
Friday from 11:30 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. at the SJS fountain.
The "unprograrn" stresses "do
your own thing, reach out to a
stranger, and ’tell it like it is,’’
but suggests doing it on the three
Jonah’s Wail, a coffee house days planned.
located downstairs at the Campus
"The whole thing is to get stuChristian Center, 300 S. 10th St., dents to stop feeling uptight about
will have an "open mike" session their interpersonal relations. The
tonight from 8 to 1 a.m.
encounters in the mountains are
Along with the regular line of institutionalized and when the peoentertainment of folksingers and ple corne back they just tend to
poetry readings, there will be time regress to where they were befor discussion on any subject by fore. We want to make it an orthose present.
dinary, everyday thing right here
Tomorrow night at the coffee on campus. We really think there’s
house, the film "It’s About This a need," said Gliner, speaking for
Carpenter," will be shown at 8.301 the ad-hoc faculty-student Interand 11.
action group.

’Open Mike,’ Film
At Jonah’s Wail

For the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

cpartan

First Baptist Church
2nd & San Antonio
8:30 & 11 a.m. Morning Worship
7 p.m. Evening Service

lioude
150 E. San Carlos
(corner of 4th St.)
292-2840

SPARMAN

Dr. Clarence R. Sands,
Pator
Sorry Keiser,
Minirtor to Collogiandi

College Dept. (Spartan Tri.C1
9:45 a.m. Morning Seminar
5:45 p.m. Evening Forum
Mets at Trl.0 Ildg , 3rd & San Antonio

pay this year $129 million in interest on our present state bonded
"Another bond issue? I don’t indebtedness. The sale of the
care what it’s for, I’m voting bonds as proposed in Proposition
3 will add another $10 million per
against it!"
California voters, and indeed, year toward debt service."
voters throughout the nation, have
CONSTRUCTION LOANS
faced bond issue after bond issue
Proposition 3, according to the
for years. Another issue for education is on the ballots to be Committee for Yes, establishes the
marked next week by thousands Urban School Construction Aid
of Californians, many of whom Law of 1968 by providing construcwill be college students. It is tion grants and loans to some 40
primarily for their benefit that school districts. The principal
recipients, should the measure
Proposition 3 exists.
pass, would be Oakland, San
Proposition 3, if passed, would
Diego, Los Angeles and Long
provide $250 million for "hard
Beach for repair or replacement
core" construction on state college
of "run-down" dilapidated schools
and University of California cambuilt berme 1943."
puses, as well as reconstruction of
But the Farm Bureau disagrees
dilapidated urban schools.
It was approved by both Demo- here as well. The money is not
cratic and Republican legislators needed now. it says. and gives
evidence to support its beliefs.
and was signed by the governor.
"In 1964 the people approved a
SJS will receive $15,387,000 if
the measure passes, plus $2 mil- $260 million bond authorization
lion in federal funds. The two ma- for higher education. The last of
jor building projects planned are that authorization was just sold
a central library costing $11,- by the State Treasurer’s Office
245,000 and a classmom building May 7, 1968. There are still $80
million of authorized but unissued
at $4,142,000.
bonds from the State Higher EduWHERE SPENT
cation Construction Program of
State pay-as-you-go funds would 1966."
provide another $3,092,000, bringThe bureau also cites a $275
ing the two-year total for SJS to million bond issue approved in
$16,479,000.
1966, none of which, it says, has
But numbers mean nothing to been sold. "All of these funds
voters. They want to know where could be used for the Urban
the money will be spent and how. School Construction Aid Law of
And more important, why.
1968," states the bureau.
According to the Coordinating
’HARD CORE’
Council on Higher Education, fall
enrollments in both the state college and university systems increased by 26,000 students over
the fall of 1967, a figure representing an increase nearly double
the expected rate of 14,000.
The council also reports that
both systems are now 13 per cent
overcrowded and are expected to
be 20 per cent overcrowded by
1972. The big enrollment jumps
this year occurred at SJS, Los
Angeles, Long Beach and San
Diego State Colleges. Total enrollment this year for the state
colleges is 212,000 and is 98,725
for the universities.
FUNDS NEEDED
The Citizens Committee for Yes
on 3 reports that statewide planning for construction is necessary
and cannot begin until fttnds are
known to be available. Without
passage of this issue, it is estimated that construction projects
would be set back three years.
Also, bond funds are often
necessary in order to secure federal assistance.
The Committee for Yes on 3 in
a recent release said "experts say
we have bonded ourselves up to
a little more than $6 billion, or
about 3 per cent of the market
value of the state’s property.
About two-thirds of the amount is
self-amortizing loans. The state
has an outstanding record for
bond sales." The committee’s experts see no reason why this outstanding record should change
with Proposition 3.
MARKET SATURATED
There seems to be some disagreement, however, from the
Califoinia Farm Bureau, which
contends the state bond market is
nearly saturated and that the
state has authorized but unsold
$15 billion in bonds,
The bureau also believes the
service cost is too high. One of
its recently published arguments
said, "In the state budget we will

Estrada’s
Imports & Variety
Medallions
Incense
Rings
Water Pipes
Earrings
We have the largest selection
of psychedelic posters in the
San Jose area.

190 S. 1st Street
297-9176

The "hard core" facilities
planned with the funds if approved include classrooms, laboratories, libraries and "other essential educational facilities." Three
new medical facilities at Davis,
San Diego and Irvine are due to
receive one-third of the $200 million. Proponents believe that the
bond authorization is necessary to
"sustain momentum of new university and state college campuses
now being developed," according to
an argurnent in favor of the proposal published in the Farm Bureau’s monthly magazine. The four
authorized but unfunded campus
sites include San Mateo, Kern,
Contra Costa and Ventura Counties.
The Committee for Yes stresses
that the monies will not be used
for student housing, cafeterias,

sports facilities or parking.
H. Bradford Atwood, executive
director of the committee, explained, "Before a building can be
built, we have to find out when
it can be built and where, plans
and wotking drawings have to be
made, and the building then has
to be built and finally, equipped "
This bond issue may pay for
just part of the project.
"It’s a staggered process," said
Atwood. "This bond may pay for
the plans, another for the building itself and yet a later one for
the equipment.
"For example, in 1964 a $380
million bond issue was passed. All
but $30 million have been sold.
In 1966 a $260 million bond issue
passed and today all but $80 million have been sold. There is a
commitment for the balance when
it is sold," he said.
When asked how long the SJS
buildings would be in construction, Atwood replied, "The complexity of a building is important
in determining how long it takes
for the plans to becozne a reality.
It could take from three to five
STRONG SUPPORT
The Committee for Yes on 3
apparently has strong support.
Honorary Chairmen Bob Hope and
Lt. Gov. Robert H. Finch have
joined with Northern California
Chairman Edgar Kaiser a n d
Southern California Chairmen Dr.
Simon Ramo and the Honorable
Thomas M. Bradley in backing the
issue.
Said comedian Hope, "It ism’t
going to be Black power, or White
power, or green power or even
blue power. The future of America
will depend on brain power.
"We might as well get used to
the new way of life. Log cabins
are no longer going to be the birth
places of presidents. Very few
graznmar school drop-outs are going to be your next senator. Our
futtue leaders in business, science,
industry and goverrunent are being trained in our colleges and
universities.
"Proposition 3 will make it possible to keep the doors open to
this generation of college studenta
and
the next."
The Trustees of the California
State Colleges and the university
officially endorsed the proposition
at their September meeting.

First Immanuel
Lutheran Church
And
Student Center
Lutheran Church
Missouri Synod
374 South 3rd Street

Sunday Services cif 8:15, 9:30 and 11 a.m.
2 Blocks From Campus
College Discussion Group
Every Wednesday Night at 7 p.m.
A. J.

Brommer,

Pastor 292-5404

N. A. Firnhaber, Vicar 294-7033

YOU!
are cordially invited to
come and try Angelo’s
WEEKEND SPECIAL.

FREE Glass of Milk With Your Steak
NEW YORK

STEAK
RIB-EYE

Salad, baked potato,
garlic bread

$2.25

Salad, baked potato,
bread & butter

$1.45

ANGELO’S
72 E. Santa Clara

STEAK
HOUSE

Free Parking a+ 38 S. 3rd St.
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SJS Professor Freimark Judges
Art Show at Conservation Center
"ills
What (10 the thrve
prisoner. art and professor have
in common!
Quite a bit to Associate Professor of Art, Robert Freimark,
who juried an art exhibition at
Sierra Conservation Center October 18.
Sierra Conservation Center,
located in Sonora, California at
the foothills of the Sierra Nevada Mts., is a "large group of
men, who are out of maximum
custody and in minimum security." who fight fires, Freimark
said.
Freimark was invited to Judge
the prisoners’ art, including
watercolors, oils, leatherwork
and crafts.
All the art work is for sale.

he said. Thi proceeds from the
show will go partially to the
prisoner, and partially to the
prison fund where the Money
vvill be used to buy recreational
equipment.
Freimark, who was on a
grant to work with inmates at
Soledad State Prison in 1967,
will present a show on "Prison
Art," in the Main Gallery from
November 18 thmugh 27.

Three Necessities for Teaching ’Playboy’ Performances
Says Faculty’s Newest Addition Close This Weekend
By LEE POADUE
Fine Arts Writer
Teachers fail when they don’t
develop the ability to communicate and at the same time expect their students to do so, according to Ed EmanuF.1, the
Drama Department’s newest
faculty member.
"When you are a new instructor you think everybody is

judging you," said EmanuEl,
who made the jump from student to in.;tructor this semester.
"I have to put out 100 per cent.
If I short change a student, I
short change myself," he declared.
Wirmer of the 1966-67 Samuel S. Shubert National Felloaship in Playvvrighting, EmanuEl received his Masters Degree

Barber Shop
The San Jose Chapter of the
Society For Preservation arid
Encouragement of Barber Shop
Quartet Singing in America
1SPEBSQSA will conduct a full
evening of song Saturday, Nov.
9 in San Jose Civic Auditoriurn.

cpartan
chtePtaittment quide
. .- . . . . . .
1
Jan Jam Sessionk
[

A.R.T. presents
Jean Genet’s

Every Sunday Afternoon
From 3:00-7:00
of the

’BALCONY’

NEW TANGENT

Actors
Repertory Theater
25 W. San Salvador

(Bring your axl
117 University Ave., Palo Alto
Minors Welcome
Res. & Info. 32S-8488
.
,..0- sCe..e.e.17.I
-e.e.e...,0

Fri. & Sat. 8:30 p.m.
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Reservations: 297-4797
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ED EMANUEL
... new instructor

Da Vinci Exhibit
At Triton Museum
Through Nov. 17

ii Robin and the Seven Hoods"
STARRING

FRANK SINATRA, SAMMY DAVIS JR.
NOV. I MORRIS DAILEY AUD.
7:00 & 10:00 P.M. ADM. 45q

from SJS in 1968. He teaches
Oral Interpretation, Story Telling, and he assists Dr. Davee in
the Practical Directing Class,
Studio Hama.
"Teaching is being able to
communicate ideas to students,"
said EmanuF:l. "And it’s most
exciting when you see those
ideas returned in performance."
"I know what I am talking
about when I teach, but the
secret is not to go beyond yourself," he stated. "A teacher must
have patience to wait for his
students. They are there to
make mistalces."
"We take it for granted that,
because a student is in college,
he is self motivated." EmanuEl
said. "But a student can be turned off easily if you aren’t careful.’
"A teacher shouldn’t set himself up as God. He should test
students on what they know. It
shouldn’t be a guessing game of
’what does the instructor
want,’ " EmanuEl said.
There are three necessities
succesful teaching, according
to EmanuEl. "You must show
interest. It’s a contagious quality, lending credence to the idea
that what you’re saying might
be important."
Second, "A teacher must demonstrate to his students why
knowing the information is important to him."
Third, "A teacher must demonstrate to the student how he
can accomplish, achieve, and
learn."
EmanuEl praised the Drama
department. "The department
has really been good to me, giving me an opportunity which
no other school would give me."

Now on Exhibit

Tonight and tomorrow will be
the last performances of the
SJS pmduction of John M.
Synge’s comedy "Playboy of
the Western World." Curtain
time in the College Theatre is
8:15.
"The play is not only a study
of the weakness of man, but a
study of the charm and spirit
of people and their wealuiesses,"
said Director Dr. Paul Davec.
The three-act play, starring
John Jacobs and Su.san Mason,
opened a week ago, receiving
excellent reviews.
"Playboy is advertised as a
comedy," commented Lee
Poague, Daily reviewer, "but

beneath the ctinue shenanigans
lies a tragic, almost absurdist,
plot where reality is turned upside down, murderers being
tmated as heroes and ostracized
as liars when the supposed victim turns up alive."
Tickets for the play are on
sale at the College Theatre Box
Office. Lighting is by Kenneth
Dorst, costumes by Miss Bernice Plisk, and set design is by
J. Wendell Johnson.
(Pohl

Director’s Play
Part of Workshop
A discussion on directing led
by Michael Barry, director of
the play, "Andmmache," scheduled to open Stanford Repertory
Theater’s 1968-69 season. will be
included in the university’s drama workshop tomorrow morning.
The workshop, which will begin at 9 a.m. in Memorial Hall,
will also include demonstrations
on how "Andromache" is produced.
Maidie Norman, actress -teacher
is scheduled to discuss acting
problems.

Ted Kennedy
Urges Vote for
Don Edwards

A

6.6

KSJS Log
90.7 FM
6 p.m. Poso Montgomery
7 - News Center (Radio-Television News Center)
7:30 French Prog.
8 Only when I laugh
8:15 David George show
10 Sign-off

Senator Edward M. Kennedy
has strongly endorsed the reelection of Congressman Don
Edwards in the 9th District.
"Congressman Edwards and 1
share the same hopes for our
country," Senator Kennedy said.
"We will continue to fight for the
goals of peace at home and
abroad. We have worked together in Congress, committed
to the principle that every American has a right to a good education, adequate health care,
decent housing in a decent community, and a productive job.
"I urge the citizens of the
Ninth District to give him their
full suport and their vote on November 5th."
re-elect CONGRESSMAN

EDWARDS
for Congressman 111an Edwards

SPARTAN

Representations of oak leaves,
acorns, forests and seed pods by
Leonardo da Vinci, will continue on exhibit through November 17 at the Triton museum of
Art in Santa Clara.
The exhibition, organized by
UNESCO and circulated in the
United States by the American
Federation of Arts, traces the
development of da Vinci from
his earliest religious phase
through his work with scientific
and natural objects.
Da Vinci believed "that man
could never perceive absolute
reality, that he could only see a
portion of reality that was tempered by his own standards and
visions."
Son of a wealthy Florentine
hanker, da Vinci was the "first
master of Italy’s High Renais-
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JUST RECEIVED A FRESH SHIPMENT
OF IMPORTED TEA & COFFEE
FOR THOSE STUDY BREAKS
AND OTHER HAPPY HOURS
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sal 10 rahCSISIII 10111111110119 SIN CI 296 0961

EVENINGS MON. THRU
THURS. 8:00 P.M.
FRI. & SAT. 8:30 SUN. 7:00 P.M.
mAT. WED., SAT., SUN
1:30 P.M.

"Kubrick’s special effects border on
the miraculousa quantum leap
in quality over any other science
fiction film ever made!H -Newsweek Magazine
uniquely poetic piece of sci-fi...
hypnotically entertaining! Technically
and imaginatively it is staggering!"

"A

-The New Yorker

brilliantly conceived cosmic
adventure...so spellbinding I
immediately went to see it again!"
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-Cue monozine
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a space odyssey
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FRI. & SAT. NOV. 1 & 2
Alec Guiness

"OLIVER TWIST"
Sun., Mon., Tues. and Wed.
November 3, 4, 5 end 6.

HALEY MILLS
‘Whi,tly Dnwn The Wind’

1

SATURDAY
P.M. -5 P.M.

131 EAST WILLIAM
SAN JOSE

Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
’FLY BY,’ which has been on display in the Main Gallery this
week as part of "Sculpture Bag’s" second art show, will leave the
gallery after today to be replaced by a different sculpture starting Monday.

’Love Parable’ To Play
"The Fantasties," a parable
about love in all its dimension.s,
will be presented by the San
Jose Council Players Friday
night, Nov. 8 at Church of the
Valley, 400 N. Winchester Rd.,
Santa Clara.

$1.39 TOP SIRLON STEAK

$1.19

Dinner For Only

The production takes place
on an essentially bare stage.
Vince Alaimo will head the
cast of eight players. Marion
Freda and Neal Newman also
appear.

Fi’a Nina
11111SIK 131 3.11130011 213 1/21

TUESDAY - FRIDAY
2 P.M. -5 P.M.

STUDENTS ONLY
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Cast Announced
For ’Snow White’

ti

’0

1

Da Vinci "felt the artist who
I portrayed what he saw, was the
most able to understand and
perceive the manisfestations of
reality."

Major roles for the cast of
"Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs," the third SJS Drama
Department production, have
been announced by Dr. Couttaney Brooks recently.
Linda Vachon will play Snow
White, D o n I d Russell, the
prince and Barbara Hasler,
Witch Hex. Others in the cast
arr Carl Morrison, Gary Wiley,
Jon Smith. Joseph Hanreddy,
Diana Daley, Kitt Kyger, Jackie
Sayers, Christine Marion, .To
Matta, Virginia Mansergh, Marlis Wagner, Judy Foulkrod,
Margene Fudenna and Alyce
Gilson.
A children’s theater play,
"Snow White" opens Nov. 17,

Ivertkement I

804o-8-711
hire

141.

NOW PLAYING
EXCLUSIVE
1431 THE ALAMEDA-291 3060
In Its
Startling
Love,
Tender
"A
Nudity But Quite Gentle In Ifs
WINS Radio
Blissful Naivete."

TOW N E

"NAGBARD & SIGNE"
"THE RED MANTLE"
CO HIT

Dirk Bogarde "ACCIDENT"

Includes:
Garlic Bread,
Salad, and Baked Potato
Students Must Show ASB Card
IForl

JULIAN IV STEAKS
Fourth and Julian

Next to Burger Bar

Polite Type Who Opens Doors
Is Definition of a Gentleman
By FERDINAND FIOFORI
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
If you are the polite type who
opens doors for a woman to
make her feel like a lady, then
sir, you are a gentleman.
You may not necessarily be
a "top drawer," but you have got
the basic breeding that separates the snobs from the peasants.
For Carol Heisey, 19-year-old
sophomore majoring in French,
her Mister Gentleman is not the
wishy washy, narnby pamby
type. He is sincere, good natured, amiable, considerate, polite and humanitarian.
"He is clean, sensitive to people’s feeling and responsible,"
she added.
Many years ago, it was thought
that only manners and money
- or according to James 1, "an
act of God" could
malce a
gent leman.
But today, if your heart and
manners are in the right place,
you can get in on the act, anct
anyone who wears a pair of
trousers can even pass for a
gentleman.
Suzanne Fine, a senior RUN -

Ecumenical Mass
Next Wednesday
A folk mass in the Anglican
tradition will be held next Wednesday, instead of earlier this
week, as it was incorrectly reported in the Spartan Daily.
The ma.ss will be held at
St. Philip’s Episcopal Church,
5038 Hyland Ave. from 7:30 to
8:30 p.m.
Members of the F.piscopal
Church, a Roman Catholic
Brother and t wo Episcopal
clergymen will participate in the
ecumenical worship service.
The public is invited.

sian major said "a gentleman is
someone who does not use vulgar or filthy language, one who
follows social niceties such as
opening doors for women, being
considerate in his smoking. one
who doesn’t cheat but knows
when not to tell the truth."
Four hundred years ago, a
gentleman was defined as, "Not
only he ssto is descended of noble blood, in power great, in
jewels rich, in furniture fine,
and attendants brave, hut he
who is measured in word.s, liberal in giving, sober in diet, honest in living, tender in pardoning, and valiant in fighting."
Then four decades ago, the
authors of a guide to correct
conduct redefined him as "a man
who raises his hat when passing
a funeral on the outward journey... or visits the most iniquitous haunts of continental cities."
To Judy Barrett, sophomore
majoring in Radio-TV Journalism, a person who is capable of
making a woman feel like a lady
passes the test of being a gentleman.
It needs no more emphasis to
state that the definition of a
gentleman hats svithin the years
undergone a vigorous metamorphosis.
In Victorian standarci.s, El gentleman was born. A common lad
found it difficult to bring himself up to be a gentleman. And
barn gentleman" didn’t
even
count for much unless he had
three generations of gentlemen
behind him.
But today, a gentleman is not
all things to all men and women.
He has almost even stopped being a thing of necessity.
He could be the long haired,
bare foot, unkempt flower loving person who goes on regular
trips from Greenwich Village
to Haight-Ashbury.
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THUNDERBIRD
GOLF COURSE

1

221 SOUTH KING RD.

259-3335

SALE!! 1070-30% OFF
ON ALL NIERCIIANDISE
Sl’IDENT AND ACI ’1,7’ R frES

GREEN FEE:
Weekdays $ I .25
Sat., Sun., Hol.
After 12 Noon $1.50
DRIVING RANGE
$1.00 Bucket for 50d

My landlady’s gentleman is
the man who pays his rent on
time. and one who vivars suspenders and uses white handkerchiefs.
The title looked like it fell
into dreadful abuse in George
Bernard Shaw’s time when he
took it as it mortal insult to be
called a gentleman.
Shaw’s definition of the specie
was one svho has money to do
what every fool would do if he
could afford it that is, consume without pmducing.
Perhaps one who was able to
bring up a curious logical contradiction would be the British
judge, Sir Montaigne Shearman,
who described a gentleman as
"someone who is as gentle as a
woman and as manly as a man."
Credit can also be given to the
one to whom a gentleman is a
man who knows how to get his
girlfriend to end that once beautiful affair - and avoid the sordid business of a breach-ofpromise settlement!
To Michelle, a 23-year-old
Social Science senior, he is the
man who is always on his feet
to beat up anyone who insults
her. In short, he is a friend
in need.
And so it is. that being a
mental retardation.
Since the presidential cerngentleman has almost lost its
meaning within the hard chores
of the crossroad between psychedelia and status quo.

Bicycle Bandits

Registration Defense
Is.
Lock and key may
the only defense against SJS’s
notorious bicycle bandits.
The majority of students who
return to the bike rack ,to find
only the fmnt wheel of their
10 speed still locked to tha. rack
pass off the misfortune as hopeless. On the contrary. Only 73
SJS students in the last two
years have gone to the trouble
to report a stolen bike.
I BiliUSX/AlMatt

Rally Committee
Working Toward
A Card Section
At la.st, somebody is trying to
form a card section for SJS
football games.
The Rally Committee needs
1,100 sign-ups for a pep club
and card section which they
hope will put an end to student’s lack of school spirit.
Carol Palm, chairman of the
Rally Committee, says she can’t
organize and conduct a card
section, and make signs and
fliers with only the twenty-one
members of the committee.
Sign-ups for the Pep club will
be held next Monday thru Friday on Seventh Street.
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AN HOUR LATE! This lady was one of the 10,000 persons who
jammed SJS’ drill field last Fr;day to hear Vice President Hubert
H. Humphrey speak. Humphrey, campaigning for the presidency,
made his only Northern California appearance at SJS. He was
an hour late but at least two-thirds of the original crowd stayed
to hear him and more came later. Maryland Governor Spiro
Agnew, Republican candidate for the vice presidency made a
campaign stop at DeAnza Junior College the next day.

Patrons Plan
35th Anniversary

of a personal crusade for mental retardation study and research.
She was to present a trophy
to the winner of the Frankie
Fanelli Invitational Golf Tournament held there in behalf of the
society.
Asked how being around politics feels, to "an ordinary
woman", she explained that she
does not qualify its an average
housewife in that respect, because she has been around it
all her life.
As to the campaign, Mrs.
Solomonson says, "I think it’s
picking up." This is the first
time she hats taken an active
part in politics, and already she
feels the strain: "I am a rearmai person with normal feelings.
"It hurts when people say
things about me," she said, referring to a comment she heard
recently that she is exploiting
her daughter, who is mentally
retarded, to get her father into
the presidency.
She ha.s traveled all over the
country, visiting mental retardation facilities and gathering material for her mother, who is on
the piesiclent’s committee on
patign began, she has added
campaigning to her activities,
speaking out for her father at
the variou.s places she visits;
hut her work for the mentally
retarded is a deeply personal
commitment.

The Patrons of SJS will observe its 3.5th anniversary at the
annual potluck dinner in the
physical education and recreation building at 6:30 p.m., Nov.
15.
Hand made articles, gifts and
baked desserts will be available
at the bazaar tabte after the
doors open at 5:45 p.m.
A 50-cent donation will be
charged to raise money for the
revolving, short term patrons
loan and seholarship funds.
Reservations niay be made by
phoning Mrs. Anthony Lopes,
294-9097 or Mrs. Charles Hinchman, 292-5923.
CHARTER FLIGHTS
8Th successful year
$249 LONDON R. T.
June 25 Auq. 31
$289 LONDON/AMSTERDAM
ks
June I6
Study Courses available in
Heidelberg, Paris, Salzburg
Erika KAHN CSC. 213-274-0729
c/o SIERRA TRAVEL INC.
9875 Santa Monica Blvd.
Beverly Hills 9021 2

YOU CAN GET LUCItY LICHT ()DAFT BEER Mil ONLY
$ .20 PLUS A SPAG4ETTI DiNNER FOR ONLY $ .95
IF YOU DO TWO THINGS. FIRST, BRING TH:5 AD
WITH YOU TO NICK’S IONE BLOCK NORTH OF THE
ENGINEERING BUILDING, ON 8th AND SANTA
CLARA) BETWEEN 3 P.M. AND 7 P M. TODAY. TOMORROW OR SUNDAY. THEN, TELL THEM AL SENT
YA.

w

r

it VI di.

FIGHT
FOR
CLEAN
THEMES!
Refuse anything 54! Eaton’s Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper!
Mistakes vanish. Even fingerprints
disappear from the special surface.
t
An ordinary pencil eraser lets you
erase without a trace. Are you ening to ,
;.
,17:74
4
,0*stand in the way of cleaniiness? /
t,H
Get Eaton’s Corrasable today. In light, /
medium, heavy weights and
Onion Skin. 100-sheet packets and ! arms CORRASABLE
500-sheet ream boxes. At Stationery ’TYPEWRITER PAPER
Stores and Departments.
Only Eaton makes corrasable.fi
EATON’S CORRASABLE BOND TYPEWRITER PAPER
Eaton Paper Company, PlIsf

MassichusettS 01201

’And then she said,Wow,
what’s that after shave
you’re wearing?’"

lish and speech correction rn: jor from San Jose to Manuel
Pereira, junior electrical eng neering major employed by Li ton Industries from Half Moon
Bay. A June 1969 wedding is
planned.
************************
*political political politica:

Bob Stroughter
candidate for Supervisor

Red Ram
at William
295-3805

in June 4th Primary

ENDORSES
Don Cortese
Supervisor 2nd Dist.

l’itehers
Peanuts, a Dime a Basket
1 p.m. tlini ri p.m.

OPEN AT 4 P.M. DAILY

We keep warning you to be careful how you use Hai Karate After Shave and
Cologne. We even put instructions on self-defense in every package. But
your best silk ties and shirts can still get torn to pieces. That’s why you’ll
want to wear our nearly indestructible Hai Karate
Lounging Jacket when you wear Hai Karate Regular or Oriental Lime. Just tell us your size (s,m.l)
and send one empty Hai Karate carton, with $4
(check or money order), for each Hai Karate
Lounging Jacket to: Hai Karate, P.O. Box 41A,
T
Mount Vernon, N.Y. 10056. That way, if someone
gives you some Hai Karate, you can be a little
less careful how you use it.
Our Hai Karate Lounging Jacket is
HAI
RE

for
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TIIE EXTRA -SPECIAL SPECIAL

1 BEAU TIES
Cannot% Life I’Altor’v Note:
Pinning, engagement or marriage announcement/. may he
turned In to the Spartan Daily
Office (J(’208) anytime.
PINNED
Dierne% sophomore biological science major from Los
Gatos to Robert Hire, senior
acronaut.ics major and mem!wr
of Alpha F.:ta Rho from San
Jose.
ENGAGED
GeheileYe Phillips, junior Eng-

NIT jilt Mt Tat //iT71,,T Kit VI 7.7

PRESENTS

ASTOR’S COIN-OP SAVE MONEY & TIME

25c AUTO WASH

64 per cent of
’.\
tho, 1,..,.ons who report their
get it
bike ,talen
Sall Jose
back within a couple of weeks,"
says Officer Linden of the stolen bike detail, SJPD.
The litst insurance against
getting your bike stolen is also
the simplest and least expensive.
Bicycle registration wraps up
only $1, and the 10 minutes it
takes to iequest a license.

I KS
PIZZA

01.

Humphrey’s Daughter
Attends Society Benefit
the
"I intend to be me
same person I’ve always been,"
was the reaction of Mrs. Nancy
Solomonson, daughter of Vice
President Hubert H. Humphrey,
%%hen asked if her father’s being
elected president would affect
her life.
Mrs. Solomonson was in San
Jose Wednesday with Congressman Don Edwards and Vic
Carnacha, president of the San
Marcos Foundation, to attend a
benefit for the Santa Clara
County Society for Crippled
Children at the Oak Ridge Golf
Club, 255 Cottle Road, as part

.z.r.4mT.4N DATLY-3

Frida,y, November 1, 19eR

*

OTE NO1 . 5th
Paid for by the
Citizens for Cortese
!political political poll-flail:

praeically rip-proof .

Allow 6 weeks for delivery Offer expires April 1, 1969. If your favorite store is ternporsnly out of Hsi Krele, keep asli,nq

Friday 5rovemher 1, 11181;
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Spartans and Tigers (lash in Stockton
By MIKE
Spartan Daily Spirrt Editor
will try
to put a ’rigir in their tank ToMo11’smir" eening when they face
the Univezsity of Pacific in what
t
the oddsmakeis tate

Kickoff time in Stocktc.n will
lae 8 p.m.
After five games the Spartans
are 2-3, having suffered severely
at the hands of Cal, Stanford and
San Diego State. Their two win.s,
tner Fresno State and New Mex-

HUNGRY???

ico. were sound ones but the jury
is still out on this year’s team.
Pacific. has defeated Miami of
Ohio, Utah St.. Colorado St.. and
Santa Clara. Even though it
possesses the better won -lost record, many observers feel the Tigers
hase yet to meet a good, sound
football team.
"We realize we have a tough

job trying to get the players ul
itifter getting licked by San Diegn
I but the team that wants to win
!the most will come out the victor
in Stockton," appraised head
coach Harry Anderson. "This routine of losing, then winning, then
losing again is enough to drive the
players nuts."
When reminded that Cal, now

linked eighth in the country, beat
iyiricuse 43-0 and that the Sparans only lost 96-0, Anderson shook
tis head smiling. "football sure is
a funny game."
"I know we’re a good team. O.K.
we lost three games to some
pretty tough teams but I still believe that if we play sound ball
and eliminate the little mistakes

7:00 A.M.
’til
10:30 P.M.
Tuesday
thru
Sunday

we can win our share," quipped losses to California and San Diego
!the offense was almost nonAnderson.
ts two fine defensive- existent.
Losing Walt Shockley for the
tackles in Bob Heinz and Ted Leland. Last week the pair account- year didn’t help matters but he
ed for 35 tackles and hope to im- wasn’t the whole offense. Jamie
prove that record tomorrow eve- Townsend, Frank Slaton, and Neil
Powers are all capable runners
ninPag:ific Was
Guard Steve Alexalcos, 6-3, 245, but hiten’t been able to damage
had some thoughts about these the defense for big gains.
"Both u u r centers, Mickey
two Tigers. "They’re both really
tough playeis or else they wouldn’t Vs’harton and John Abernathy,
be playing in the first place but have played well this season. Also
I played against them before and our guard Joel Stonebreaker has
they can be had. Neither one is had some real good games," said
very quick and this might prove Keele.
The quartet backing spot has
their downfall against our speedy
seen Russ Munson, Don Perkins
backs."
Line coach Tom Keele feels his and Mark Woods fighting for No.
group will really have to be fired I but nolxxly has been able to
up in order to win against Pa- nail down the job.
cific. "Physically. they’re not as
strong as San Diego. I know Pa..!
cific considers us as its traditional!
rivalry and I imagine Doug Scovil
will have little trouble getting his
team !early for us."
Linebacking has played a crucial
role for Pacific. John Surbridge,
John hlorello, and Wilson Myers1
have been outstanding as they !
have continued to play great defensive ball.
I.N . )211,1.11141: WI% 2t)
Manning the defensive backRett1111: Jan. 5
field fur UOP will be Rudy Redmond, Craig Reese, and Larry !
RESERVE NOW!
Etow. All three have preventeW
LIMITED SPACE!
opponents from completing the!
For application forms
’bomb’ this year.
phone or write
One part or the Spartans’ game
T -M TRAVEL
which will have to improve, if
60 N. First St., San Jose
they hope to win any mom games
Ph. 293-1033
this year, is their running. In the
ww.
’M. ’SEW , 41M PM.MeM
A

Jet Charter
NEW YORK
$134"
Rour";.Rip

Howard has his new kitchen filled to the brim with delicious
snack food for you. Stop by todey for on of Howard’s
taste treats!

HOWARD’S CRYSTAL CREAMERY
7th and Santa Clara

FOREIGN CAR SERVICE
We are pleased to offer a complete repair and maintenance service on most foreign cars, at honest prices.
For those who maintain their own cars, we will solicit
your patronage on valve grinding, welding, and other
specialized work.

ANNIVERSARY

SALE

nepenthe rngineeping
SAN JOSE

415 E. JULIAN ST.

IN REAR)

287-0963
GREAT VALUES IN EVERY DEPARTMENT
FOR YOU
.
FOR FUTURE GIFTS. SAVE
NOW AT GRODINS, THE MAN’S STORE!

49.50
$11

SHETLAND SPORTCOATS ...

ORLON TURTLENECK KNITS ...
,UST TWO OF THE

Newman-Catholic Student Center

$39

STAFF:

Father L. Largente
Father D. Fosselman
Bob Wilhelm
Judy Sausen
Shel Tracy

MASSES:

SUN. 5 p.m. St. Patrick’s
Church, 8th & Santa Clara
MON. thru THURS. 4 p.m.
Newman Center
FRI. I I :40 a.m. Newman
Center

7.85

MANY, MANY VALUES’

ALMADEN FASH1CN PLAZA at Blossom Hill Road and
Almaden Expre"way. VALLEY FAIR CENTER at Stevens
Creek 6oalcv3rd c-cl Freeway 17. SAN ANTONIO CENTER at Ei Cor,,ino Real and San Antonio Road. Shop
Monday through Friday nights.

former star athlete at Taft
KENNEY PLAKE
Junior College has seen active duty this season
for SJS as a punter and split end. The Spartans
will meet the University of Pacific Saturday at

8 p.m. in Stockton. The Tigers, coached by
Dough Scovil, former assistant at +he U.S. Naval
Academy, have compiled a 4-2 record.

Freshmen Meet
Gator Gridders

i SYLV

TA

WILL BE INTERVIEWING

NOVEMBER 4
FOR THE FOLLOWING GRADUATES

The injuiy-ridden Spartababe
gridders will face tough opposition, today, at 2 p.m. when they
take on San Francisco State’s
junior varsity at San Francisco.
The frosh were overpoweted
28-7 by the Cal freslunen last
Saturday leaving their record at
2-1.
The already thin ranks of freshmen bectune even thinner Saturday, with a handful of new injuries suffered at the hands of
Cal.
Seymour Jones. who was highly
lauded for his play against Cal,
will be lost for Friday’s game due
to a shoulder injury.
Other injured players am fullback Greg Jones, one of the
Spartababes_top rushers, tackle

Tel. 295-1771

79 S. Fifth Sf.

Floyd Smith linebacker Bob Mejias, and halfback Al Harris. The
latter three should be ready by
Friday.
The Gators have posted a 4-1
record
!

Coyote Creek
Riding Stables
Lor.,,/,. Trails Along
"I’he Creek
Oren Dail N"

227-6291

BS/MS/PhD EE

VIIIN $250-,

MS/PhD Statistics/Math
BS/MS ME

Your story about our Fun Shirt of Creslan" may win it.

BS/MS IE
see your placement office for our brochure

SYLVAN

posters
study aids
free press
berkeley barb
more than 60,000 titles
County’s Largest Selection of Paperbacks

IA
b’Ef\IEIAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS

KIT’S
BOOKS

an equal opportunity employer
West Perk Plaza
Winchester at Payne

378-8400

Sunday 12 a.m.-12 p.m.
Mon. thru Sat. 10 e.rn. to 10

Based on a letter Dorn a sweater shirt entnusiast

who claimed that the Fun Shirt of Creslan acrylic
fitter has changed his life. we decided to hold

a contest
Don’t tell us how sophisticated 01 colortemfic our
fleece lined, sweatiwtype Fun Shirts are. Or how
they’re pleasursbent on softness (even atter endless
washings.) Or even how economical they are (you can
buy three Fun Shirts for the price of one sweater
Merely tell us about the dramatic way it changed
your life and how much fun you’re now havrng as a
result The best answer in 25 words or more gets
the two hundred and fifty
You don’t hare to buy a Fun Shirt ol Creslan
to enter. But we think you’ll have a hard time
resisting them alter you’ve seen them. Send your
entry to Fun Shot Contest, American Cyanamid Co.
III West 401h Street, New York. PI Y 0018.
CVAIVAJW
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Some will argue that this will ruin amateur sports in America,
but I feel that the track and field people have every right to
earn big money like the basketball, football, and baseball people.
The Russians consider themselves amateurs in the very sense
of the word. Yet they cont.
to pay their athletes to do nothing
more than practice for the international meets with hopes of
bringing honor to ’Mother Russia.’
1, for one, would pay to see top track and field athletes perform. The situation with the professional charges would he
cleared once and for all and there might be a few more thousand
dollars in some ptople’s pockets.
S
of the athletes I spoke to wanted such a circuit but
didn’t quite know how to go about forming one. One athlete, who
wished to remain anonymous, said, "the ‘Games’ have become
professional and there should be a pro circuit in the states.
Everyone would benefit and most of all the athletes would be
making money for something they normally wouldn’t get paid
for."
The incident in Mexico when one athlete found $500 in his
shoe still remains unanswered. Was he being paid to perform?
Use a certain type of shoe? Or what? Even if he did report the
attempted bribe, how many athletes did not report bribes?
I can’t see anyone losing on a professional circuit. The athletes and promoters would both be earning big money and the
fans would be getting something which they have longed for.

Spartan Harriers ’Poloists
Seek Home Victory
Coach Ernie Bullard and his
SJS cross-country runners hope
the third time will be the charm.
In two previous meetings with
nation power San Diego, the
Spartans have come out less than
bmt. The last confrontation came
in the Mt. Sac Invitational held
last weekend in Los Angeles. The
Aztecs won the meet with Cal
Poly Pomona second and the
Spartans third.
It is the goal of the harriers to
cop the NCAA title, but they will
have to get past San Diego State
or abandon any ideas of a national championship.
The Spartans will have a chance
to start a victory streak tomorrow
with a home meet against the University of California. The meet is
set for Coyote Park at 11 a.m.
with a junior college-frosh race
preceding at 10:30 a.m.
Leading the Spartans will be
the big three of Byron Lowry, who
finished fourth at Mt. Sac with a
22:22, Darold Dent, sixth in 22:25,
and Andy Vollmer, ninth in 22:33.
Rounding out the Spartans’ top
five is Ralph Gamez, 13th, and
Gary Berthiaume, 18th.

OMEGA
tor a lifetime ot proud possession

ord in West Coast Intercollegiate
Soccer Conference play. will be
inside-left and captain Fred Maarzad.
The Spartan senior, who is one
of the team leaders in scoring, is
in his third year of varsity play
since coming to SJS from West
Valley Junior College.
Nourzad is a ruitive of Tehran,

Photo by Wayne Nicholls
CENTER -FORWARD Ed Storch kicks the ball over the heads
of a pair of Cal Bears. The Spartans blanked California 5-0 en route to the finals of last weekend s San Jose State Invitational
Soccer Tournament.

Face ’Suicide’ Weekend

Today the Spartans meet UCLA mentum going into the weekend
in a 3:30 contest in Los Angeles. contests. The Spartans have stopThen tomrorow, the team must ped nine college foes this seanarrow
face Cal Poly Pomona at 1 p.m. son, the Ione loss Was
and Cal State Long Beach later defeat to the Olympic Club of
San Francisco. But SJS is the
that evening at 7 o’clock.
"UCLA has the one goalie rated only undefeated cpllege water polo
better than ours," Walton said. team playing and ranks No. 1 in
In the cage for the Bruins is Jon the nation.
Slator, first team All-American
goalie.
"We are concerned about UC
LA," Walton offered. "They lost
to USC and Irvine, but only by
DO YOUR EARLY
a point each." Both teams fell
CHRISTMAS SHOPPING
Spartans.
before the powerful
AT OUR HU9E BOOK
"Cal Poly Pomona is a well
SALE
balanced, well rounded team and
al1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111u Long Beach State is exactly the
same team as last year," Walton
’a’
3
said. "Long Beach should be the
TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
power of the West Coast but it
Simens (seek & Winchester
hasn’t reared its ugly head."
OPEN EVENINGS & SUNDAY
TC’s Dick Allen and Keely Lucke
The Spartans will have mocaptured All -College two man volleyball championship by virtue of
a 15-9, 15-11 victory over SAE’s
1969 Volkswagen
Jim Rutherford and Bill Lyon in
Tuesday’s final.
The All-College upper division
football championship will be held
Monday at 3:30 p.m.
The contestants will be the winners of the TC vs Me and Them
game and the ATO vs the Sunshine Boys tilt,
TC, who was last year’s AllCollege champions, captured the
A fraternity league championship
by beating ATO 20-15 on the final
day of the season behind the fine
quarterbaeking of Mike Nlercer.
The fraternity league champs
were nearly knocked off by a
strong SAE club the preceeding
Minimum
$199.00
game to the ATO tilt. TC, after
Monthly
plus tax &
playing SAE to a 0-0 tie in regPayments
license
ulation play, beat them in totall
yardage. A loss to SAE would have
BOB HIMSL VOLKSWAGEN
meant a three-way tie and a coin
formerly Spartan Volkswagen
flip to decide the league’s representatives to All-College playoffs.
1560 North First Street
There will be an important
286-8800
San Jose
meeting in room 201 Wednesday
for all bowling captains. Bowling
The Home of the Humble Little Bug
entries are due Nov. 8.
It’s a good thing Lee Walton
is a stable individual.
A lesser man, looking at the
suicide schedule Walton and his
no-budget water polo team must
tackle, might go off the deep end
of the SJS pool.
Walton said at the start of the
year his Spartans would play "anybody good and everybody great."
It wasn’t bad when the Spartans had to play the great ones
at a one-a -week clip. It wasn’t
even bad when they came a day
apart but now the SJS v..ater polo
team is faced with the difficult
task of playing three strong teams
within a 24-hour span.

Bargains Galore!

Intramurals

offers you

Iran. where his parents still reside.
The 5-11, 165 pound star learned
to play soccer in England where
his father served as the Iranian
arnbassador.
Coach Menendez called him, "a
team player who has been a major
reason for the Spartan’s fine showing in conference play."
Nourzad is an extremely versatile player, who the 15-year veteran coach called, "a player who
can play very well at any position
on the field."
Another bright spot for the
Spartans is senior goalie Rick
Ilabenict, who earned his starting
berth through a fine effort against
the University of British Columbia.
After relieving starting goalie
Viguen Khae.kian in the second
period, Hahenict was credited with
15 saves in a 4-2 loss.
Habenict got his chance against
BC because of his height advantage over Khackian. The Canadians, who showed excellent ability and teamwork when close to
the Spartan goal, used Khackian’s
lack of height to their good in
scoring their initial goal.
The Spartan’s strongest opponent in their race for a second
straight conference title looms in
the future. SJS will meet the
powerful University of San Francisco Dons, November 16 at the
USF home field.
SJS barely squeezed by USF
last season, I-0.
The Dons will be led into the
Spartan fray by seasoned veterans
inside-left Alex Roobostoff and
goalie Mike Ianow.
The tough USF squad has been
called by their director of athletics, Pete Peleta, "the best
ever."

COMPLETE 5 COURSE DINNERS
AT A HUGE SAVINGS

NO DINNER OVER $1.45
MENU
10 oz. New York

Q. Are
auto
A. You
than

soup
15c drink

.

steak
dessert
salad
side of spaghetti
S1.-15

Santa Clore St.

ONLY 10 MINUTES AWAY
1480 S. WHITE RD.

White Rd.
Sfory Rd.

PHONE 259-0696

*LUIGI’S

CLOSED MONDAYS

(In Dealer Plaza)

The Renault 10
The first step is to see a Renault dealer
before you go.
Step 2 is to arrange a meeting placea
Eu ropean city, an airport or dockside Le
Havre.
The final step is the rendezvous between you and your Renault.
Then, you can drive all around Europe
in a roomy 4-seater car that has 13 cu. ft. of
luggage space, 4-wheel disc brakes, cruises at
80 mph, and averages 35 mpg.
A car that can be serviced by any one
of more than 6000 Renault dealers all over
Europe.
You can buy the Renault 10 just to use
in Europe, and we’ll buy it back when you’re
ready to come home. (Ask about our financed
purchase-repurchase plan.)
Or, you can buy the Renault 10, use it
in Europe and for only $1495 you’ll have it
with all the required U. S. specifications.
And you’ll have a 2nd Reunion when
you get home.

HOW’S YOUR
A.1.I.Q.*?
you loaning money to your
insurance company?
are if you’re paying more
one month in advance.

Q. Do you get interest on thi
money you’re loaning?
A. If you do. don be self;sh
let us know.
Q. How much money are you loaning without interest7717 (How
rnany months ars you paying in
advance?)
Q. Does it cost more to have
monthly autornobile policy?
A. No!!! Doubt it? Come in and
see us or phone 294-6269.

MU*

KENT DODGE, INC.

automobile insurance I.Q.

Renault Sales and Service

KEY
AUTO INSURANCE

Books Inc.

4190 El Camino Real
Phone 327-8440
Palo Alto
lAcross from Rickey’s Hyatt House)

496 West San Carlos St.

GREAT WAY TO GO TO CLASS

$.1)

(Political Advertisement)

Re -Elect

11I

Elegance and ruggedness are
artfully combined in the world’s
loading self-winding watch. the
all -occasion Sernaster by
Omega. At its most elegant
here in ISK gold with waterproof
case. $250. Other Searnasters
from $100

LUIGI’S
PIZZA TREE INN

SJS Invades Indian Territory

"Stanford always seems to be
up for us. They are a young team
By
which lacks experience but have
MIKE ELVITSKY
the potential to make it a tough
contest," said varsity soccer coach
Besides all the politica anti sociology which finally emerged Julie
Menendez of today’s oppoout of the Mexico City Olympits, there was also the belitf that nents. The Spartans meet the Inthere should be a professional track and field circuit.
at
3:30 p.m. at Stanford.
dians
Leading SJS against the Tribe,
The athletes who competed in the ’Games’ were no more atriatturs than John Brodie. And forget the wisecracks about some which has a disappointing 1-3 recof John’s preious performances.
If someone had enough money and drie he could rent Stanford’s stud’
, which holds 90,000, charge S5 per ticket and pay
the athletes $290 to perform.
As it stands now there are hundreds of amateur track and
field clubs throughout the country. When an athlete had used
his four .ars of tligibility he would then be ’drafted’ by a track
club. Of course, most of the smaller clubs would be incorporated
into the larger ones.

SPARTAN’ DATT.17-7

ri May, TN:ueember 1. 190S

Stanford Psyched

EATCi it?:4
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13th DISTRICT

he listens...he acts!

in S. First St.
293.0367

a positive voiCe
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- A special utritatiou is Welded

’

to sys students to attend the
Rome Combig &eat Nualists
FASHION SHOW---- Saturday, Nov.
TWO INDIVIDUAL SHOWS

2

1:30 P.M. AND 3:00 P.M.

this will be the only time these
ten finalists will appear together!

AIJAADEN FASHION PLAZA

BLOSSOM MIL ROAD 8. ALMADEN EXPRESSWAY

SAN JOSE

11-AFARTAN

mins

Friday, November 1, 19811

Spartaguide

SLIDE
RULES

to 2 a.m. Live band called the
"Illusions." Donation.
MPhil Fbl Oniego, 7 and 10 p.m.,
In Morris Dailey Auditorium. Friday Flicks: "Robin and the Seven
Hoods" starring Sammy DavLs, Jr.
azwl Frank Sinatra. Admission 45
cents.
/eluded, student Association. 2:30

TODAY

Nett 911

Philosophy Club, 2:30 p.m., CH231. Election of steering conunittee representative.
Sportsm Oriocel, 6 p.m, Women’s
Gym. PER101. Volleyball tournament followed by a dance at the
Sainte Claire Hotel from 10 p.m.

p.m., Cafeteria A. Lecture (Persian): Re-vitalization of socio-political consciousness in students.
Psi Chi, 8 p.m., HEI. Guest
speaker, Dr. Maurice Rappaport
from the research center at Agnews State Hospital, will speaic
about "New Frontiers in Mental
Health."
Newman Center, All Saints Day
Nlass: 11:40 a.m., 2:40 p.m., 4
p.m. and 6 p.m.

Coming Monday
The All New

s
Sonf0 Jabbenvock
5ce

Jhe Seven Sal/3
Preienli

POPS & PASTA
Every Sunday afternoon from 2-5 PM.
beginning November 3rd. Live Dixieland music and we offer you a plate
of our great spaghetti for 370 and
a pitcher of Michelob is only $1.50.
Come join in the fun at:
Seven Sails
Steati F.7’ Speeds
4942 Stevens Creek Blvd.
San Jose
246-6658

Israeli Student Organization, 8
p.m., CI1150. General meeting to
start this year’s activities.
Weekend Co-litsw, No meeting
this weekend. Co-Rec will resume
Sat., Nov. 9.
International Student’s Organization, 7’30 p.m., at 3297 Birchvvood Lane, San Jose. Halloween1
masquerade party. Please call 262.1
5661, R.S.V.P.

Los Angeles Dept. of Water and
Power. Majors, BS/MS EE, CE,
ME.
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell and Co.
Majors, BS NIS Acctg.; MBA.
Signal 011 and Gam Co. Majors,
Engrg.,
and Mfgr.
Production
BS/MS ME, CE, EE, Chem.E.
Eastman Kodak Co. Majors,
BS MS Chem.E., ME, 1E, EE,
Chem., Physics.

ANNOUNCEMENTS II I

CHARTER JET
FLIGHTS

Fare: $225 one way

SALES

SERVICE

Army and Alr Force Exchange
Service. Majors, Bus. Admin., Liberal Arts, Acctg., ME, Finance.
MONDAY (Nov. 4)
Texaco, Inc. Majors, BS/BA
Chem.E., CE, 1E, BS,BA Bus.
Admin., Math, Physics.
Systems.
Electronic
Sylvania
Majors, BS/MS EE, ME, Physics;
MS/Math.
U.S. Naval V1’eapons Center.
Majors, BS, MS EE, ME, CherrLE.,.
Physics, Ma t h.
General Electric Co. Majors,
BS/MS Acctg., Finance. Bus. Admin., Math, Econ., Liberal Arts
(upper one-half of class and 2.5
overall CPA).
Arthur Andersson and Coy Majors, BS MS Acctg.

--,

\\\

FISCHER

Hart

NORDICA

Kastinger

WHITE STAG

Toni Sailer Seott-USA poles

MICROCIRCUITS, INC.
Stewart-Warner Microcircuits, Inc., in Sunnyvale, California
has excellent positions for enthusiastic, aggressive graduates
who would like to join the exciting field of microelectronics
with good prospects of advancement in a fast growing company.
Positions Available in Following Areas:
Mechanical Design

Process Control

Product Development

Chemistry

Process Development

Desired Background:
EE degree preferred, degrees in other engineering areas, business management, physical science acceptable.

MEN PART TIME, $2 per hr. 4. 6 & 81
hr. shifts. M. T, W, Th or F. University I
Job Corps, 292-2277
NEEDED: PHOTOGRAPHER to help
shoot 16mrn movie - good pay: Call
295.9588 between 7-10 p.m. Dinah.
SINGLE WORKING GIRL or College
coed, mature, responsible, home body.
Companion for widowed grandmother.
Light housekeeping, shopping. & chauf.
felting. Salary- room & board - car.
Private quarters in lovely Los Gatos
home. Phone Mrs. Allan 297-3500 between 8 & 5.
ATTENTION STUDENTS!!!
GAISII
Inside work in our office. Pleasant
telephone voice helpful. We train.
Hours arranged to fit your schedule.
Salary. 298.4479.
CHILD CARE, 2 boys - 8 & 12 yrs.
old. Early eve. 4-5 hrs./night. M F $80
to $130 rno., depending on capabilities.
Mrs. Stoller, 244-7651 before 10 a.m.
HELP WANTED: Sell the Son of Jabbenvock. Make up to 10c per copy.
On 7th St. or wherever you choose.
Leave name and address in College
Union, Experimental College Office or
Kaleidoscope Book Store. 235 S. 1st
St., San Jose.

ROOMMATE WANTED to share spaocvs apartment for two, $39.99/mo.
448 S. 10th after 6 p.m.
MALE UPPER DIVISION Roommate
needed. 2 bdrm./2 bath. 315 E. San
Ferrando. Apt. #27. 293.7721.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED to
share nice Apt. close to campus. $35/
mo. Phone 287.7164.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed. Upper
div. Neat Apt. $37.50/mo. 297.6271.
FEMALES: Roorn available in private
home at 4051 Barrymore Drive. $40 8
Call 146 4066 after 9:30 p.m.
^h
LOST AND FOUND 161
LOST: SIAMESE CAT, Fem. Seal -Point.
Reward. 413 8th #2. 295 Sssybell
LOST: IRISH SETTER PUPPY. 4 months
old. near 4th and William. Reward.
Call Paul at 287-1822.
8L059S911 AGAIN: Tortoise shell cat, brown
& black with streaks of orange. Near
7th & Reed. Please Call 287.5029.
REWARD: Lost Black wallet. Contains
fvoa,l,u,adb.les. No questions asked. See
Ralph in Spartan Daily Ad Office if

Riva

STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast,
Accurate, minor editing. Mrs. Baxter,
Phone 24-4.6581.
SUPERIOR TYPING. All versions. e0c
a page. Mimeo slightly higher in price.
Near SJS. 293-4700. Miss Corey.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Thesis, term
papers, etc. Call 258-4335.
HAVING TROUBLE WITH
YOUR
German? Tutoring by native graduate
student. Cell 379.2008.
TYPING - THESIS. term papers, oz.
exosrioncod & fest. Phone 269-8674.
i-ENIOR GRAD Students would like to
tutor lower division math. Call 292-9968
evenings.
TYPING - TRANSCRIBING. Accurate,
fast, reliable. AlmadenBranham Lane
Area. Call 269.2918.
ANNOUNCING THE ALL NEW SAN
JOSE BARBER COLLEGE. Located at
145 WEST SANTA CLARA ST. Across
from Hibernia Bank. HELP WANTED:
Have work for part-time janitor. Haircuts $1.00, All work done exclusively
by students. Visit the new SAN JOSE
BARBER COLLEGE. Courteous, effective service, the ultra -modern Barber
College. The latest techniques. To reach
the College, go west on Santa Clara.
TYPING. IBM Pica. Experienced 243.
6313. 9 a m. to 8 p.m.
TRANSPORTATION 191

"WE WANT YOUR VOTE" So we give
you the best at Astor’s Coin -op Auto
Wash. 732 So. 1st - 8D4 Lincoln Ave.
BECOMING ENGAGED/ But unsure
about the diamonds? Learn about it
before any purchase. If you like, desion
your own ring. Qual,ty diamonds at low
prices. Contact Jim Self at 286-0964.
Call between 5 and 7 p.m.

EUROPE $2154315 R. T. West coast
aiso available. Israel, Japan, Russia.
Campus Rep. Frank 241.5417 or ESEP
801 Woodside, Redwood City. 365.862S.

SERVICES 181
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM
ESCHES. Free delivery, free 58,1C111
No contract. Call 251-2598.
SPEEDY ACCURATE TYPIST. Expert.
enced & Responsible. Will Edit. 21/2
mi. from SJS. Mrs. Aslanian. 298-4104.
EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPING. Electric. Masters - Reports - Dissertations
Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
CUSTOM - MADE CONTEMPORARY
rings for getting engaged, married
sharing water. George Larimore. Old
Town. Los Gatos. 354-8804.
FAST, EFFICIENT TYPING SERVICES,
Los Altos Area, IBM equip. 10 type
styles 948-1781.
NEW PEGGY’S ... ANCIENT SUEDE,
LEATHER, FUR. Open daily 12-7 p.m.
1408 Market nr. lOth S.F. 552.0168.

HELP WANTED

Classified Adv.
Office -J206
Daily
1:30 to 3:30

TUESDAY. NOVEMBER S, 1968
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Make an appointment today at the Placement Center for an
interview with J. P. Gates, Executive Officer, to find out how
you can enter the fascinating field of integrated circuits.

10:30- 12:30
MWF
9:30-11:30
Enclose cash or check. Make

Classifieds.
Phone

No refunds possible on canceled ads. Print your ea here:
(Count approximatoly 33 letters and spaces for each nee
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CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
Announeamenb (1)
C1 Automotive (2)
0 For Sail (3)

294-6414, Ext. 2465

110.., 50 IT/5 JUST A DUMMY- BUT I NOTICE THEY GET
TH’ FICK OF TN’ BOYS IN TH’ ’FLECUE CLASS’ EACH YEAR. if

CLASSIFIED RATES
Om day

handy order blank.

check cnrt to Spartan Daily

MALE AND FEMALE
83.25 per hour
After short training period. Hours flexible. Servicing customers in San Joss.
Requirements: Neat appearance, car
& phone. Fuller Brush Co. Mr. Osborne.
264.0699.
COLLEGE STUDENTS
PART-TIME WORK
21 hrs./wk. Immediate openings in our
reference
programming
department.
Learn techniques in Marketing and
Sales Promotion. $168 per month
guarantee. Public contact work with
managerial experience. Call Mr. Lenz.
286-1650 bet. 9 a.m. & 3 p.m.

in

0 Help Wanted (4)
0 Housing (5)
0 Lost end Fouled (51

0 Pusonals (7)
Union (71)
0 TtslatoetMlonsal)
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SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS,
95114
SAN 10SE STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE, CALIF.
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Is 9111111151.
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MAN OR WOMAN. Full or Part-tirne
according to your school sched. Ice
Cream Vending Truck Route. 30-50%
Comm. Good earnings. 358 N. Montgomery. 297-4228. 9-11 a.m. Mr. Elliott.

A
fiftt
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vote
reqt
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one
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To Place
an ad:

(41

Vol.

Gran Prix

PERSONALS 171
HOUSING 15)

MOTHER OLSON’S BOARDING
HOUSE Best food in town. Linen &
maid service. On campus 237 E. San
Fernando off 122 N. 8th. $26.50/wk.
293.6345.
MALE UPPER DIV. Needed to share 2
bdrm. apt. $60/mo. 8 ’blocks from campus. Call 298-0700.
I or 2 FEMALE Roommates needed to
;hare a 2 bedroom apartment. 781 S.
Ilth St. Apt. #17.
WANTED TWO OR THREE Female uppeodivision
roommates
immediately.
Please call Shirley 298,3343.
MALE ROOMMATES NEEDED. ISO per
month. 625 S. 10th #4.
RESPONSIBLE coed to share luxurious
home with pool. Free roon; & board
+ extras, in exchange for entertaining
two children. Intl. Room SD201 12 to
12:30 pm
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed, Spacious Dlr. Apt. - Fireplace - close
to campus. $55/month. Jan Free. 2871640.
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. 470 S.
lth. Apt #6. $54/rno, Call Colette
FOR SALE
298 1414, es+. 47 or 287-7283.
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed to share
HEATH -KIT HI-FI Equip. Speaker, Amp 2 bdrm. apt. 442 South 5th, #5. Call
Prearnp, Garrard changer. Call Ron 244.9174 day or 286-2142 night.
246.2669 after 6 P.M.
MIXED GERMAN SHEPHERD PUPPY.
Free to good home. Call 295-7098.
HOFNER BEATLE BASS Guitar. Double
pick-up, new, never used, just came
from Germany. $275. Call 262-5640.
FOR SALE: TV set in excellent condition, cheap. Call 293-3088.
HEADS: Enchant your noses with incense from India - the Blind Pilot
Metalcrafts. 74 E. San Fernando.
GARAGE SALE - Going in Peace
Corps. Must sell everything. Sat. Nov.
2. 760 N. 12th. Call 286-0824.
BLACK GREAT DANE PUPS. 3 females.
$100 each. Call 296-7026.
BRAND NEW 1964 Son of Jabbervtock.
I5c or best offer.

Minimum
Three lines
One day

INTERVIEWS:

stl.(1110

Marker

DOUFOLD

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

STEWART-WARNER

RENTALS

Spartan Daily Classifieds

EUROPE

WITH

Electronic Design

l’.S. Air F’orce Contract Management Div. Majors, EE, ME, 1E,
Ind. Tech., BS MS Bus. Admin.,
Acctg., Ind, Rel., Manpower Admin., Personnel, As.set Management.
City of Los Angeles., Bureau of
Engineering. Majors, CE.

WANTED: TO BUY OR BORROW. 1963
PC., record, ’ Wayfarers at the Hun
o’
Call 293-1428.
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per
year for married, good students. Also,
excellent savings for single men over
21. Call George Campbell 244-9600.
SUNDAY
WANTED - HISTORY TERM !APER.
Wesday-UCCM, 6 p.m., St. Paul’s
up
hi
Methodist Church, 10th and San
Puial;.i’CI:rlYt248-97843.
SaIxador Streets. At 6 p.m. din- THE ALL NEW SON OF JABBER.
ner, 40 cents, and a program at WOCK IS HERE
I5c
7 p.m.
Spartan TRI-C, 5:95 p.m., at the
AUTOMOT9VE 121
TRI-C’ building, Third and San A n"sip’n
tonio Streets. At 9 p.m.,
’66 CHEVELLE SS396. 4 spd., factory
etttas, bronze w/bucket int. Runs persing" at 1018 Camino Ramon.
looks great. $1750. 286-8703.
’66 HONDA 305 SCR. Great Bike!
Extras, mint cond. Low miles. A steal
at $500. Call Ron at 294-2639.
One Way
’67 MUSTANG H/T, ’390’ engine, P/S,
auto-trans, stereo tape, immaculate. Call
589-6010 or 343.8164.
HONDA 1966 305 Scrambler. New rings
& valves. Only 6000 actual miles. SSW
Firm. Will finance 3 months. 298-1358.
London to San Francisco
’60 CORVAIR, 4 dr. auto -trans. R & H.
Good cond. $275. Call 245-3137 after
July 31, August 5 and 12
4 p.m. weekdays or Sat. & Sun.
San Francisco to Paris
’59 CHEVY CONVERTIBLE. Good tires.
August 27, September 5
good condition. Must sell $150/best
offer 293.3622.
San Francisco to Stockholm
’64 OLDS CUTLASS Dlr., convt.,
August 31
speed, bkt. seats, V8, 2 dr. Must sell!!!
Call 298-4383 after 4 p.m.
A limited number of spaces MORRIS ’59 cony. Good running cond.
are available for faculty, staff, Bad looking. $100. 298-1765 bet. 5 &
and students of The California 7:30. Bill. 30 S. 10th.
’61 VOLKSWAGEN CONVT. Very good
State Colleges
cond. Rebuilt engine. Must sell, cash
only. Call 961-3504.
’59 FORD RANCH WAGON, Radio,
V8. Good cond. Overhauled, Yellow, 9
For information:
pass. $195. Call evenings, 295.4689.
Office of International Programs
1960 HILLMAN Convertible. Good conThe California State Colleges
dition. Tonneau cover. $250 or best
offer. 969-0116 evenings.
1600 Holloway Avenue
’66 TRIUMPH TIGER 500 Motorcycle,
San Francisco, California 94132
$675 or best offer. Call 588-5815.
NEEDED Hard or soft top for 4 seat
HEALEY, Hard top for MGA, Crank
for 1100 SPRITE. Call Marten 297-8097.
’66 HONDA CB 160. Excellent condition, $200. Call 264-1923.

JOIN A GROWING COMPANY
IN THE DYNAMIC FIELD OF
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

Marketing

FRIDAY, (Nov. 1)

TOMORROW
’

Management Trainee

Job Interviews

